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What is a Data Lakehouse?

A Data Lakehouse is a new paradigm for a modern data management infrastructure for enterprise

business analytics and machine learning. A Lakehouse consists of two very well-established

architectural business analytics and machine learning approaches a data warehouse and a data lake.

As both have the same common focus, which is supporting analytics within organizations, they are

fundamentally different in capturing and managing data.

In the data warehouse world, we primarily deal with structured data that is well understood,

cleansed, and used by reporting and analytics tools. We use data warehouses primarily for any kind of

business, dashboard-type of reporting and analyses. Essentially, we can say that data warehouses are

solving the problem of analyzing transactional data.

Data warehousing is older than data lakes, and as a concept been known for more than four decades

now and has been broadly in use since the early ’90s. Data lakes started to appear approximately 20

years ago and became popular around 2010. Data lakes are ideal for and are primarily deal with

unrefined unstructured data, which is in most cases captured in a raw format with limited

transformation and quality assurance. Data lakes are usually used for data capture and preparation,

some exploratory analysis and machine learning. In most cases, data lakes are supported by

open-source tools for processing and analysis.

It is essential to understand the differences between the two concepts; however, the evolution of

business analytics requirements has brought us to the point when both concepts are now used

together. The Lakehouse approach delivers a single, open architecture for processing enterprise and

streaming data for analysis and machine learning.

With these new architectures, we can now combine the abilities of a data lake and a data warehouse

to process different types of data from a broad range of enterprise data resources.
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The Oracle Data Lakehouse Architecture

The Oracle Data Lakehouse architecture is hosted on the Oracle Cloud Infrastructure (OCI). The

solution combines a data warehouse and data lake architecture to ingest any type of data from a

broad range of data sources like enterprise applications, various relational and non-relational

databases, data streams, log files, web clicks, and many more.

Data Lakehouse Reference Architecture

The high-level reference architecture diagram above illustrates key elements of the OCI based data

Lakehouse platform for processing data for analysis and machine learning. This architecture enables

organizations to increase operational efficiency and to deliver enhanced capabilities that allow:

● Seamless data and information usage without the need to replicate it across the data lake and

data warehouse.
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● The ability to fully decouple storage and compute resources and consume only the resources

needed at any time.

● Diverse data type support in an enhanced multi-model and polyglot architecture.

● A diverse set of use cases, includes streaming, analytics, data science, and machine learning.

Diagram also shows that in the Data Lakehouse architecture, the data moves through three stages:

● In the Data Refinery stage, the data is ingested and refined for use across the relevant data

layers. There are several ways of data ingestion: Batch Transfer, Batch Ingestion,

Change-Data-Capture or Streaming Ingestion.

● Data Persistence & Processing or Curated Information Layer facilitates access and

navigation of the data to show the current business view. Data may be logically or physically

structured in simple relational, longitudinal, dimensional, or OLAP forms for relational

technologies. For non-relational data, this layer contains one or more pools of data, either

output from an analytical process or data optimized for a specific analytical task.

● Access & Interpretation layer abstracts the logical business view of the data for the

consumer. This abstraction facilitates agile development, migration to the target architecture,

and provision of a single reporting layer from multiple federated sources.

The Data Lakehouse architecture is supported by the various OCI services:

● Batch ingest is helpful for data that can't be ingested in real-time or is too costly to adapt for

real-time ingestion. It is also vital for transforming data into reliable and trustworthy

information that can be curated and persisted for regular consumption. OCI provides the

following services for integration and transformation workflow:

o OCI Data Integration is a fully managed, serverless, cloud-native service that extracts,

loads, transforms, cleanses, and reshapes data from various data sources into target

OCI services (e.g., Autonomous Data Warehouse and OCI Object Storage). ETL

(extract transform load) leverages fully-managed scale-out processing on Spark, and

ELT leverages full SQL push-down capabilities of the Autonomous Data Warehouse to

minimize data movement and to improve the time to value for newly ingested data.

The users design data integration processes using an intuitive, codeless user interface

that optimizes integration flows to generate the most efficient engine and

orchestration, automatically allocating and scaling the execution environment.
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o Oracle Data Integrator provides comprehensive data integration from high-volume

and high-performance batch loads to event-driven, trickle-feed integration processes,

to SOA-enabled data services. A declarative design approach ensures faster, more

straightforward development and maintenance and provides a unique approach to

extract load transform (ELT) that helps guarantee the highest level of performance

possible for data transformation and validation processes.

o Qubix Cloudbridge functions as the central hub through which all data and processes

flow - empowering users to build and automate all flows from a single place with speed

and ease. Users can link and unite source data and cloud applications across their

hybrid IT environments and establish control and trust in their data with master data

management capabilities. Among the key Qubix Cloudbridge functionalities are:

▪ Data Integration for seamless connection of apps and data across the

organization.

▪ Master Data Hub for getting the data house in order.

▪ Intelligent process automation using workflows.

▪ Data Governance to ensure data integrity.

▪ User Process Design creation for finance and business users.

▪ Adherence to the latest security standards.

Qubix Cloudbridge is available and deployable from OCI Marketplace.

Depending on the use case, these components can be used independently or together to achieve

highly flexible and performant data integration and transformation.

● Real-time ingest enabled by OCI GoldenGate a fully managed service that allows data

ingestion from sources residing on-premises or in any cloud, leveraging the GoldenGate CDC

technology for a non-intrusive and efficient capture of data and delivery to Oracle

Autonomous Data Warehouse in real-time and at scale to make relevant information available

to consumers as quickly as possible.

● Bulk transfer allows users to move large, batch volumes of data using different methods. For

large scale data Lakehouses, Oracle recommends OCI FastConnect and Data Transfer

services.
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● OCI Streaming service provides a fully managed, scalable, and durable storage solution for

ingesting continuous, high-volume data streams that you can consume and process in

real-time. Streaming can be used for messaging, high-volume application logs, operational

telemetry, web click-stream data, or other publish-subscribe messaging model use cases in

which data is produced and processed continually and sequentially. Data is synced to OCI

Object Storage and can be curated and further transformed to extract valuable insights.

● OCI Service Connector Hub is a cloud message bus platform that offers a single pane of glass

for describing, executing, and monitoring the movement of data between services in OCI.

● Streaming processing enriches streaming data, detects events patterns, and creates a

different set of streams that are persisted in the Data Lakehouse.

● GoldenGate Stream Analytics processes and analyzes large-scale, real-time information

using sophisticated correlation patterns, data enrichment, and machine learning. It can

leverage the Spark cluster deployed with OCI Big Data Service to process streams in a highly

scalable and resilient fashion.

● Hadoop ecosystem can be used:

o For batch and stream processing.

o To complement and work with GoldenGate Stream Analytics to leverage the Big Data

Service Spark cluster to run Spark streaming jobs.

o With OCI Streaming both as a producer and as a consumer.

o With OCI Object Storage where it can both persist data and consume data.

Users can use OCI Object Storage as a data lake to persist data sets that they want to share between

the different OCI services at different times. Big Data Service provisions are fully configured, secure,

highly available and dedicated Hadoop and Spark clusters on demand.

● Batch processing transforms large scale data sets stored on the data Lakehouse. Batch

processing leverages OCI native services that seamlessly integrate with OCI Object Storage

and allows users to create curated data for use cases such as data aggregation and

enrichment, data warehouse ingestion, and machine learning and AI data use at scale.

● OCI Data Integration, described above, is a fully managed, serverless, cloud-native service

that extracts, loads, transforms, cleanses, and reshapes data from various data sources into

target OCI services, such as Autonomous Data Warehouse and OCI Object Storage.
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● OCI Data Flow is a fully managed big data service that lets you run Apache Spark applications

without deploying or managing infrastructure. Data flow applications are reusable templates

that consist of a Spark application and its dependencies, default parameters, and a default

run-time resource specification.

● Serving: Oracle Autonomous Data Warehouse is a self-driving, self-securing, self-repairing

database service optimized for data warehousing workloads. OCI handles creating the

database back- up, patching, upgrading, and tuning the database. After provisioning, users can

scale the number of CPU cores or the storage capacity of the database at any time without

impacting availability or performance.

● Oracle Autonomous Data Warehouse can also virtualize data that resides in object storage

as external and hybrid partitioned tables so users can join and consume data derived from

other sources with the warehouse data. For example, historical data can be moved from the

warehouse into object storage and consumed seamlessly via hybrid partitioned tables.

● Oracle Autonomous Data Warehouse can use previously harvested metadata stored in the

Data Catalog to create external tables and can automatically synchronize metadata updates

in the Data Catalog with the external tables definition to maintain consistency, simplify

management, and reduce effort.

● Autonomous Data Lake Accelerator, a component of the Autonomous Database, can

seamlessly consume object storage data, scale processing to deliver fast queries, autoscale

the database compute instance when needed, and reduce the impact on the database

workload by isolating object storage queries from the database compute instance.

● OCI Object Storage is an internet-scale, high-performance storage platform that offers

reliable and cost-efficient data durability. OCI Object Storage can store an unlimited amount

of unstructured data of any content type, including analytic data. OCI Object Storage can also

be used as a cold storage layer for the data warehouse by storing data that is used

infrequently and then joining it seamlessly with the most recent data by using hybrid tables in

Oracle Autonomous Data Warehouse.

● Visualize and learn: Oracle Analytics Cloud is a scalable and secure public cloud service that

provides a complete set of capabilities to explore and perform collaborative analytics. It

supports citizen data scientists, advanced business analysts training, and machine learning

(ML) models. Machine learning models can be executed on the analytics service or directly on

Oracle Autonomous Data Warehouse as OML-embedded models for large-scale batch
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predictions that leverage the warehouse’s processing power, scalability, and elasticity of the

warehouse.

● Learn and predict: Data Science provides infrastructure, open-source technologies, libraries,

packages, and data science tools for data science teams to build, train, and manage machine

learning (ML) models in OCI.

● The Data Science Model Deployment feature allows data scientists to deploy trained models

as fully managed HTTP endpoints that can provide predictions in real-time. This makes

infusing intelligence into processes and applications faster, and enables the business to react

to relevant events as they occur.

● Oracle Machine Learning provides powerful machine learning capabilities tightly integrated

into Oracle Autonomous Database, with support for Python and AutoML. It supports models

using open source and scalable, in-database algorithms that reduce data preparation and

movement. AutoML helps data scientists speed up the time to value of the organizations

machine learning initiatives by using auto algorithm selection, adaptive data sampling, auto

feature selection, and auto model tuning.

With Oracle Machine Learning services available in Oracle Autonomous Data Warehouse,

data scientists can not only manage models, but also deploy those models as REST endpoints

to democratize real-time predictions within the company, allowing organizations to react to

relevant events as they occur, rather than after the fact.

● OCI AI services provide a set of ready-to-consume AI services that can support a range of use

cases,, from text analysis to predictive maintenance. These services have prebuilt, finely tuned

models that you can integrate into data pipelines, analytics, and applications by using APIs.

● OCI Anomaly Detection provides a rich set of tools to identify undesirable events or

observations in business data in real-time so that you can take actions to avoid business

disruptions.

● OCI AI-Language services provide artificial intelligence and machine learning capabilities to

detect the language in unstructured text. Also, it offers other tools to help further gain

insights about text data.
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● GoldenGate Stream Analytics provide dashboards that provide real-time analysis of

streamed data contextualized with curated and master data stored in the data Lakehouse to

detect patterns of interest that it can then serve users, applications and things.

● Streaming serving: Data and information are served to consumers by using streams that

support a large set of users consuming information concurrently that is in near real-time and

is decoupled from the streaming analytics system to increase resiliency and scalability.

● The API layer allows you to infuse the intelligence derived from Data Science and Oracle

Machine Learning into applications, business processes, and things to influence and improve

their operation and function. The API layer provides secure consumption of the Data

Science-deployed models to Oracle Machine Learning REST endpoints and the ability to

govern the system to ensure the availability of run-time environments.

● Oracle API Gateway enables users to publish APIs with private endpoints accessible from

within your network, which can be exposed with public IP addresses if users want them to

accept internet traffic. The endpoints support API validation, request and response

transformation, CORS, authentication and authorization, and request limiting. Oracle

Functions is a fully managed, multitenant, highly scalable, on-demand, functions-as-a-service

platform. It is built on enterprise-grade OCI and powered by the Fn Project open-source

engine.

● Governance: OCI Data Catalog provides visibility to where technical assets such as metadata

and respective attributes reside and offers the ability to maintain a business glossary that is

mapped to that technical metadata. Data Catalog can also serve metadata to Oracle

Autonomous Data Warehouse to facilitate external table creation in the data warehouse.
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Retail Use Case

Depending on the business requirements, different organizations will take different approaches and

have varying starting points to start processing enterprise and streaming data for business analysis

and machine learning.

For example, let’s look at a retail client with the following situation:

The retail company consists of around 500 retail stores of different sizes (smaller shops, markets,

supermarkets, hypermarkets) and assortments (primarily grocery, but also other goods like toys,

clothing, etc.). These stores use at least seven different ERP and point of sale applications developed

using various application development tools and data management technologies.

The business requirement was to build a single unified reporting and analysis solution which would

also provide advanced analytical solutions such as market basket analysis and product-based

recommendations.

A typical solution architecture would consist of a data warehouse, ETL processes, and dashboards

and analyses prepared for different types of users. However, data capture was identified as one of the

critical issues in the project delivery. There were at least two issues with data sources:

(a) the variety of data sources and

(b) the client wanted to gather the data in a near-real-time scenario.

To resolve these two issues each store generates and stores sales data in a type of JSON file to the

OCI Object Storage and this happens every couple of minutes to provide the client the option of a

near-real-time scenario.

When JSON files are stored in Object Storage, REST APIs are used to write data directly into Oracle

Autonomous Data Warehouse, which supports JSON format in the database. Once data is stored in

the database, then a “regular” ELT process populates fact data with appropriate information.

Oracle Analytics Cloud provides interactive dashboards and analysis that are primarily used by users

who consume the insights. However, advanced analysts can use the data visualization features of

Oracle Analytics to create more advanced reports and analysis. They can also use data management

tools (e.g., Data Flows) to prepare specific dataset and use built-in machine learning algorithms to
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create machine learning models. Also, they can work closely with data scientists who use Oracle

Machine Learning built into the Oracle databases (e.g., OML4Py, AutoML, etc.).

Retail Use-Case Architecture

One of the machine learning use cases implemented is market basket analysis. With OML Notebooks

using OML4Py, association rules models provide product recommendations for the whole

organization and each store.

OML4Py uses machine learning partitioning, which creates machine learning models for all stores in

one single operation; eventually, 500 association rules models will be created at the same time. Using

Oracle Analytics cloud, OML models are registered and further prepared for business users and

analysts to consume and efficiently visualize product recommendations.
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Sample Visulizations

The solution architecture as described is currently sufficient; however, in case of increased data

volumes we are looking at the potential extension of architecture to exploit further other Oracle Data

Lakehouse components such as streaming ingest, use of external tables instead of replication of data

into a database, and use of a data catalog to provide an end-to-end view of the data stored and

processed within the solution.
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